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powerful listening 1
How can storytelling improve your attention and memory?

“My story is broken, can you help me fix it?”  
— (as described by Dr Mohan Kumar HEENW)



Overview

Which section of the consultation does this session address?

Providing structure &  
flow to the consultation

Building the relationship

Initiating the 
session and  

agenda setting

Gathering 
information

Physical 
examination

Explanation  
and planning

Closing the 
consultation

Which specific skills are addressed  
in this session?

The skills of attentive open listening, and the skill of 
remembering what has been said.

CG skills

5  Listens attentively to the patient’s opening 
statement, without interrupting or directing 
patient’s response.

10  Listens attentively, allowing patient to complete 
statements without interruption and leaving space 
for patient to think before answering or go on after 
pausing.

10

5

How does this apply in remote 
consulting situations?

When consulting remotely it remains very 
important to remember all that has been said, 
and yet with the absence of non-verbal cues in 
a telephone call, it can sometimes be harder 
to focus on what the patient is saying, as the 
clinician will not be maintaining eye contact, 
for example. The clinician who is aware of this 
and who has trained their short term memory 
as much as possible, will have more effective 
remote consultations.
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Introduction

How can storytelling improve your attention and memory?

It is commonplace nowadays for clinicians learning about 
consultation skills to murmur statements about the 
‘Golden Minute”’ and not interrupting patients at the start 
of consultations. Yet, when observing clinicians in training, 
it is all too common to notice two, related, phenomena. 
Firstly, that the patient is faced with many closed 
questions, and secondly, that information already given by 
the patient is asked for repeatedly. This is often because the 
clinician either did not ‘hear’ the information, has forgotten 
it or didn’t appreciate its importance.

These failures of accurate listening can mean that the 
clinician misses important clues/cues about the problem. 
Before one can understand, interpret or respond to a 
communication is it vital to actually hear it and remember 
it. This includes remembering exact words or phrases, 
as these are often full of significance. For example, “my 
horrible boss said...” has quite a different meaning to “my 
lovely boss said...” and “my actual boss said...” means 
something else again. 

Attentive listening and remembering can yield very 
important clinical information too. Compare these 
statements:

 > “The knee pain means I cannot even cycle now.”

 > “The knee pain means I can only cycle 40 or 50 
miles now.” 

 > “The knee pain only comes on when I cycle up a 
steep hill.”

There is clinically useful information in each statement 
that can easily be lost if the clinician is thinking about what 
question to ask next, or forgets what has been said because 
they are not paying really close attention.

While remembering exactly what is said requires attentive 
listening, undisturbed by inner thoughts of ‘what question 
to ask next’, the clinician also requires a trained short term 
memory, to retain what has been said, so that it can inform 
later parts of the consultation. Both of these are learnable 
skills. Using a memory training exercise highlights 
these skills, so that they can be applied and practised in 
consultations regularly. 
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Teaching notes

How to teach and develop these skills  
Working one to one

It can be useful to contextualise this exercise as part of the 
whole process of listening which includes several stages: 
developing rapport, hearing, understanding, remembering, 
interpreting, evaluating and, only after those processes, 
responding. The educator should explain that this exercise 
aims to develop the twin skills of open attentive listening, 
and remembering what has been said. This is a useful 
exercise to do if there is more than one learner, but can also 
be done in a one to one session.

Explain that you are going to jointly ‘tell a story’, taking 
turns. The first person will say, “Once upon a time...” and say 
one sentence, ending with the phrase “and then...”.

The next speaker has to repeat exactly what the first 
speaker said, adding another sentence to the story, ending 
with “and then...”.

If the listener detects any inaccuracy or discrepancy they 
raise their hands and say the correct phrase. Speaker and 
listener take turns to ‘tell the story’.

Practice first, to get the idea across. Then see how many 
rounds can take place before memory breaks down. 
Have several goes and ask the learner to experiment with 
different approaches. Do they remember more if thinking 
about what they are going to say themselves? Or if they 
remain completely open? Or if they form a visual image 
in their mind of what is being said? Or if they develop an 
auditory memory? What works for them?

This kind of memory does seem to be trainable – 
experienced GPs typically remember more of what has 
been said, and remember it more accurately.

Debrief after the storytelling by asking the clinician 
to reflect on the importance of really hearing and 
remembering what is said. 

This exercise may usefully be paired with simple steps to 
powerful listening 2: listen in 3d with video stop start to 
develop attentive listening.

Here is an example of a ‘story’ to illustrate the approach:

Speaker 1: “Once upon a time, a large black dog jumped on 
to the number 67 bus... and then...”

Speaker 2: “Once upon a time, a large black dog jumped on 
to the number 67 bus... and then started talking in perfect 
BBC newsreader English! And then...”

Speaker 1: “Once upon a time, a large black dog jumped on 
to the number 67 bus... and then started talking in perfect 
BBC newsreader English! And then... the passengers were 
so astonished that they started laughing... and then...”

Speaker 2: “Once upon a time, a black dog got in the 
number 67 bus... and then started talking English! And 
then... the passengers were so astonished that they started 
laughing...and then... all the other dogs on the bus started 
barking.”

Speaker 1: Points out the inaccuracy... discuss and try 
again using a different strategy for attentive listening, for 
example, developing a picture in the ‘mind’s eye’ of what is 
happening.
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Teaching notes

How to teach and develop these skills  
Working with groups

It can be useful to contextualise this exercise as part of the 
whole process of listening which includes several stages: 
developing rapport, hearing, understanding, remembering, 
interpreting, evaluating and, only after those processes, 
responding. In the context of a programme of consultation 
skills learning, the educator can explain that this exercise is 
used to develop the twin skills of open attentive listening, 
and remembering what has been said. 

Explain that all participants are going to ‘tell a story’, jointly, 
by taking turns. The first person is given a token or talking 
stick (any small object will do – for example a small ball). 
The person with the token is asked to begin by saying: 
“Once upon a time” and say one sentence, ending with the 
phrase “and then...”. 

At that point they will throw the token/talking stick 
randomly to another member of the group.

The next speaker has to repeat exactly what the first 
speaker said (without approximations or paraphrases), 
adding another sentence to the story, ending with “and 
then...”. Then they pass the talking stick/token to another 
random member of the group and so on. 

The reason for using a random order is that this means 
that everyone has to listen, all the time, as they may be the 
next person to speak. This is so that everyone in the group 
is effectively participating and practising their memory all 
through the exercise. If the speaker just turns to the person 
next to them, other people only have to listen when they 
know it is their turn.

Ask the listeners in the whole group to listen for any 
inaccuracy or discrepancy. If detected, ask them to raise 
their hands and say the correct phrase.

Practice first to get the idea. Then see how many speakers 
can contribute to the story before memory breaks down. 
Do the storytelling exercise more than once, asking 
participants to experiment with different approaches. Do 
they remember more if they are thinking about what they 
are going to say themselves? Or if they remain completely 
open? Or if they form a visual image in their mind of what is 
being said? Or if they develop an auditory memory? What 
works for them?

Explain that this kind of memory seems to be trainable; 
experienced GPs typically remember more, and more 
accurately, what has been said. This follows from 
developing the skill of paying close attention to what is 
being said.

Debrief by asking the participants to reflect on the 
importance of really hearing and remembering what is 
said. Remind them of Osler’s famous remark: “listen to the 
patient, he is telling you the diagnosis”. This can be another 
useful opportunity to reflect on the problems that arise if 
clinicians use the time when the patient is speaking to plan 
their own next question, rather than to attend to what the 
patient is saying.

This exercise may usefully be paired with simple steps to 
powerful listening 2: how can video stop start help you 
hear in three dimensions to develop attentive listening.
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Notes for educators

Engaging participants  
Meeting their needs

Ask participants/clinicians about the information they receive in consultations. Do they feel 
overwhelmed? Are they worried about how long their consultations are taking? Listening 
effectively takes less time. Ineffective listening, often leads to timewasting repetitions. 
Pointing this out can help participants to engage.

Energising 
participants  
Maintaining energy 
throughout

The prospect of learning a technique that saves time is often energising to participants, 
and if their turn to speak is randomised, participants remain alert and focussed. Accurate 
memory of the story will inevitably break down at some point. Try to keep this a light-
hearted exercise (although serious in intent) and allow participants to try it out several 
times. If a listener points out a discrepancy, consider giving them the talking stick/token so 
that they can carry on. The educator can model being non-judgemental and keeping the 
atmosphere light. This can be a difficult exercise for participants at first.

Evaluations and 
feedback  
Making the most of the 
session for participants 
and educators

Listen to the reflections from participants. How do they tackle the issue of remembering 
things? Pick up attitudinal difficulties (it is too hard, it doesn’t matter exactly what is said 
as long as we get the gist) and offer some counter examples to explore the issues. Invite 
comments about behaviour in consultations could change as a result of the experience of 
prioritising listening and remembering.

How to provide 
structure to the session 
Help participants 
to structure their 
consultations

When the educator creates structured opportunities to develop consultation skills, they are 
modelling a structured and orderly approach to the consultation also. Participants begin to 
experience the benefits of careful attention and effective listening.

Listening with full attention, especially at the start of consultations, creates a forward 
momentum to the conversation because there are fewer interruptions to the patients flow. 
If good attention is paid to what the patient is actually saying, then the clinician’s response 
is more likely to link to the patient’s story. This saves time and helps to structure the 
consultation around what really matters to the patient.

Building relationships 
Help participants build 
relationships with their 
patients

Doing the exercise together can be fun, which builds relationships. When the inevitable 
breakdown in the narrative occurs, the shared vulnerability, dealt with non-judgmentally, 
can help to build trust between participants and between the participants and the educator.

Listening in this way during consultations means that vital clues/cues about the patient’s 
responses will be identified and remembered. This has important impacts on understanding, 
adherence and trust.
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